
Unique Auctions Catalogue 21 Mar 2015
1001 A framed and glazed woodland scene (Birchwood)
1002 A modern oak bureau
1003 A modern oak wall unit
1004 9 items of pottery including vases (some a/f)
1005 A mixed lot of ceramic items including figures
1006 A Priory style oak dresser
1007 3 framed and  glazed prints including Brigg in 1935
1008 A mahogany effect corner cabinet
1009 3 table lamps, artificial flowers etc
1010 A pair of plaster boy and girl figures and 2 Yarmouth souvenier wall plaques
1011 A computer desk
1012 2 garden water features being a vintage style pump and a large fish
1013 A mixed lot including storage jars, soup bowls etc
1014 A teak wall unit
1015 A box of football magazines
1016 2 1000 piece jigsaw puzzles
1017 2 mirrors in silver coloured frames
1018 A floor fan
1019 A brass effect table lamp and standard lamp
1020 An oak trolley
1021 A walnut effect sideboard
1022 A mixed lot of drinking glasses
1023 6 ceramic toast racks
1024 A mahogany effect wall unit
1025 A cased Singer sewing machine
1026 A formica topped table and 3 chairs
1027 A deer group and a rabbit figures
1028 A 3 drawer bedside chest
1029 4 framed prints
1030 A fire surround and electric fire
1031 A pair of mahogany effect bedside cabinets
1032 A 2 door, 2 drawer tall boy
1033 A single wardrobe
1034 A large teak wall unit
1035 A large quantity of books and 3 suitcases
1036 A white painted standard lamp
1037 A Kodak Hero 7.1 photo printer
1038 A Zanussi fridge
1039 A Sharp microwave oven
1040 A Hotpoint automatic washing machine
1041 A Hotpoint fridge freezer
1042 A modern wardrobe
1043 A mixed lot including teaware, mugs etc

1044 A mixed lot of various metal and wood boxes
1045 2 boxes of pictures and framed
1046 A quantity of suitcases and bags
1047 A framed and glazed watercolour
1048 A teak book case
1049 A 1950's sideboard
1050 A Victorian bureau for restoration
1051 A bentwood hat stand
1052 A garden vac
1053 An occasional table
1054 A box of tea towels
1055 An extending dining table
1056 2 arm chairs
1057 A cassette recorder, shredder and desk lamp
1058 A bedroom chair and linen bin
1059 A quantity of framed prints
1060 A mahogany effect bedside chest
1061 A pair of 4 drawer bedside chests
1062 An old sideboard
1063 A Pye radiogramme
1064 An oak refectory table
1065 A large quantity of books
1066 A large quantity of books
1067 2 pottery table lamps
1068 A quantity of blue and white plates and dishes
1069 36 pieces of porcelain dinner ware
1070 A teak wall unit
1071 3 boxes of books
1072 A small bookcase
1073 A walking aid
1074 2 African scenes on canvas and 2 others
1075 A cream covered sofa
1076 14 various cushions
1077 5 framed advertisements
1078 A quantity of basket ware
1079 A mixed lot including a soda syphon
1080 A mixed lot including metal cash box
1081 An Epsom photo printer
1082 2 wooden bowls
1083 A box of magazines including Doctor Who
1084 A quantity of drinking glasses
1085 A quantity of perfume bottles etc
1086 A video recorder and a DVD player
1087 A box of miscellaneous vases etc
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1088 A mixed lot including figures, cutlery etc (4 shelves)
1089 A enamel study of birds in white frame
1090 A 3 drawer chest
1091 A ladies suit and 3 jackets
1092 A 1960's sideboard
1093 A quantity of walking sticks
1094 A wooden step ladder
1095 A garden parasol
1096 An old tall boy
1097 2 men's suits and 2 jackets
1098 A 2 door sideboard
1099 A fur coat, aran cardigan and jacket
1100 A 2 door cupboard with central bank of drawers
1101 A teak wardrobe
1102 A quantity of framed and glazed prints
1103 A wooden garden bench
1104 A wood framed armchair
1105 An oak bureau
1106 A clown picture and a framed jigsaw puzzle
1107 A blanket box
1108 A cane sofa
1109 3 framed and glazed watercolours
1110 A china cabinet
1111 2 oils on canvas and 2 other pictures
1112 6 volumes 'The New Book of Knowledge' and 2 Cassell's History of England
1113 A 3 drawer chest
1114 3 framed maps
1115 A hostess trolley
1116 A Harrison's 5ft divan with headboard
1117 A single divan bed
1118 A single divan bed
1119 A 5ft pine headboard
1120 A quantity of wall paper
1121 A framed and glazed nude print
1122 A quantity of pictures
1123 A quantity of pictures including oils
1124 A quantity of tennis rackets
1125 A box of various computer, TV and other cables
1126 2 framed and glazed pastel studies
1127 An oil on canvas, sunset over the sea
1128 Approximately 30 boxes of books
1129 A quantity of framed tapestries
1130 A white triple combination wardrobe
1131 A quantity of jackets, skirts etc (contents of one wardrobe)

1132 A quantity of skirts, blouses etc (contents of second wardrobe)
1133 A print of a setter and 3 other pictures
1134 A white wardrobe, chest of drawers, bedside and linen bin
1135 A quantity of skirts, shirts etc (contents of third wardrobe)
1136 An oil on canvas and 4 other pictures
1137 A white table and 3 chairs
1138 An oil on canvas, forest scene
1139 3 framed and glazed French scenes
1140 A still life and 2 other pictures
1141 A quantity of videos
1142 An oak framed Victorian print
1143 A pair of framed harvest scenes
1144 A modern oil on board  beach scene
1145 An office desk
1146 A Creda tumble drier
1147 3 framed and glazed prints
1148 A set of 4 chairs
1149 A set of 4 retro chairs
1150 A large classical scene print
1151 A quantity of framed adverts etc
1152 A bar stool
1153 A gilt framed oil on board floral arrangement
1154 A mirror, 2 clocks, lamp etc
1155 An Oriental vase and a lidded vase, both a/f
1156 3 country scenes
1157 A magazine rack
1158 A retro sideboard
1159 A parasol, wheeled lounger and cushions
1160 A glass display cabinet
1161 A white 3 drawer chest
1162 A Matsui microwave oven
1163 A white 3 drawer bedside chest
1164 A folding cake stand a/f and a table top
1165 An oak book rack
1166 A mixed lot of tools etc
1167 4 framed and glazed prints
1168 A boxed set of 1960's LP records and others
1169 A Hitachi microwave oven
1170 A quantity of vintage golf clubs etc
1171 A quantity of 78rpm records
1172 A quantity of blankets and bedcovers etc
1173 A quantity of suitcases etc
1174 A quantity of LP records
1175 A brown leather chair
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1176 An office desk
1177 2 framed hunting prints and one other
1178 4 modern pictures on canvas
1179 A quantity of picture frames
1180 A quantity of Christmas trees etc
1181 A quantity of soft toys
1182 A quantity of pictures
1183 A modern sideboard
1184 A large wooden step ladder
1185 A wooden step ladder
1186 3 garden ornaments
1187 A quantity of floral pictures
1188 A teak extending dining table
1189 A blue silk rug
1190 A nest of 3 tables
1191 3 wire stands
1192 2 porcelain dolls
1193 2 pictures on canvas and 2 others
1194 2 clothes airers
1195 A cased sewing machine
1196 2 invalid bed tables
1197 2 adjustable clothes stands
1198 A desk fan and a mirror
1199 A red rug
1200 A planter trough
1201 A mahogany effect bookcase
1202 A leather topped stool
1203 A pine side table
1204 5 framed and glazed pictures
1205 A quantity of pictures
1206 A Bosch washing machine
1207 A Zanussi washing machine
1208 2 soda syphons and an ice bucket
1209 3 animal pictures
1210 A Whirlpool fridge freezer
1211 A large quantity of hard back books
1212 An office desk
1213 A Phillip's whirlpool fridge freezer
1214 A Hotpoint fridge
1215 A box of old tins
1216 A box of various toiletries etc
1217 A bench vice
1218 2 car jacks
1219 A hydraulic car jack
1220 A tool box and contents
1221 A Topwell 140 generator

1222 A bench vice
1223 A pressure washer
1224 A quantity of clamps, oil can etc
1225 A teak wall unit
1226 A quantity of hard back books
1227 A quantity of bed linen etc
1228 A quantity of framed prints
1229 4 table lamps
1230 A quantity of gold and brown fabric lamp shades
1231 A quantity of red fabric lamp shades
1232 2 metal watering cans
1233 2 boxes of old tools
1234 A vintage hand drill
1235 A pair of planters
1236 A pair of planters
1237 An electric weed sweeper
1238 An old dolly tub
1239 A large bowl and an enamel jam pan
1240 A box of tools
1241 2 pine cassette racks and cassettes
1242 A lathe and accessories
1243 A pair of single headboards
1244 A wrought iron standard lamp
1245 A 4 drawer filing cabinet
1246 A quantity of towels
1247 A metal cabinet
1248 A wooden bedstead
1249 A tool box and contents
1250 A fruit machine
1251 A 4 drawer filing cabinet
1252 A hurricane lamp and a stove
1253 A sewing box and contents
1254 A Parkinson Cowan oven
1255 A Servis upright freezer
1256 A teak bookcase
1257 5 table lamps
1258 3 shelves of books
1259 A table and 4 chairs
1260 A reel to reel tape recorder
1261 A quantity of pictures
1262 A slide projector and slides
1263 2 car suspensions, tow bars etc
1264 A model aeroplane
1265 An old tin bath
1266 A book case
1267 A quantity of garden tools
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1268 Table top snooker, boxed
1269 A box of dolls
1270 A Hotpoint washing machine
1271 A 4 drawer chest and a bedside cabinet
1272 A boys mountain bike
1273 A garden vac
1274 A ladies bike
1275 A work bench
1276 2 old wood planes, rulers etc
1277 A Planer thicknesser
1278 A hedge trimmer
1279 A pair of car ramps
1280 2 stepladders and a kneeling board
1281 A golf bag and old golf clubs
1282 A wheeltech wheelchair power stroll
1283 A box of miscellaneous items
1284 A Qualcast lawn mower
1285 A Black and decker lawn mower
1286 A wheel with tyre
1287 A ladies Raleigh bike
1288 A wicker crib on stand
1289 An old leather trunk
1290 A 3 drawer chest
1291 An ironing board
1292 A folding table and two others
1293 A woolwinder 
1294 A mahogany flame effect bedroom suite comprising 2 wardrobes, dressing table and bedside cabinet
1295 A quantity of shirts, duvet etc (in wardrobe)
1296 A quantity of shirts, jacket etc (in wardrobe)
1297 An extending ladder
1298 An extending ladder
1299 A wooden extending ladder
1300 A wheel barrow, tools, drain rods etc
1301 2 sets of 4 garden chairs, a set of 6 garden chairs and a table
1302 An aluminium step ladder
1303 3 sets of wooden step ladders
1304 A quantity of garden tools
1305 A garden fountain
1306 A Cherub fountain and 2 waterfalls
1307 7 crates of flower pots
1308 A quantity of tools, netting, trough etc
1309 3 concrete garden ornaments
1310 A concrete garden lion on stand
1311 2 concrete garden gnomes

1312 A large quantity of tools etc
1313 A concrete bird bath and plinth
1314 A dolphin fountain and 2 garden ornaments, 1 a/f
1315 7 concrete garden ornaments
1316 10 concrete garden ornaments
1317 A quantity of roofing vents
1318 3 boxes of nails and a box of tools
1319 A quantity of garden pots
1320 3 shopping trollies
1321 A brass fender, tea trolley, magazine rack etc
1322 2 boxes of tools and a picnic stove
1323 A Power Devil work bench
1324 A crate of new roofing bolts
1325 A sledge hammer, shovel etc
1326 A quantity of bicycle parts
1327 A strimmer, tile cutter etc
1328 An old park bench
1329 A canvas awning and umbrella
1330 A scaffolding tower
1331 A spin drier
1332 2 x 110 converters
1333 A cordless hedge trimmer
1334 A drill, sander, saw and planer
1335 A Petrol can, wrench and pipe bender
1336 A quantity of small clocks etc
1337 A mixed lot including vases, tankard etc
1338 3 pairs of brass candlesticks, 1 other pair and a brass letter box
1339 A mixed lot of plated items including cruet
1340 A shelf of modern wall clocks
1341 A shelf of plated items including 2 pairs of vases
1342 A shelf of soft toys
1343 A shelf of brassware including coal scuttle
1344 A mixed lot of ceramics
1345 A metal fire grate
1346 A shelf of pictures
1347 2 brass oil lamps and a glass oil lamp
1348 A Child's electric sewing machine
1349 A Daewoo microwave oven and quantity of cookery books
1350 A quantity of CD's
1351 A quantity of games including cribbage, dominoes etc
1352 7 pieces of Aynsley china and one other
1353 A record player with speakers
1354 A mixed lot including tea set
1355 A quantity of pictures
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1356 A shelf of basketware
1357 A shelf of wooden items
1358 A shelf of continental pottery
1359 A mixed lot of glassware
1360 A ceramic bread bin and other items
1361 A shelf of table lamps etc
1362 A JVC video recorder
1363 A quantity of Oriental blue and white pottery
1364 A wall plaque and a tray
1365 3 radio's
1366 A coffee set etc
1367 A telephone, tape recorder and 2 other items
1368 A mixed lot of glass ware
1369 A shelf of miscellaneous items
1370 3 cases of cassette tapes
1371 5 mirrors, Homepride figure etc
1372 2 boxes of miscellaneous items
1373 A mixed lot including cake stand
1374 An electric guitar
1375 An avometer
1376 A mixed lot of glassware
1377 A massager
1378 A mixed lot of blue and white ceramics
1379 A mixed lot including Christmas decorations
1380 A mixed lot including soup bowls
1381 A mixed lot of clocks, barometer etc
1382 A mixed lot of figures
1383 3 tool boxes
1384 A quantity of Harry Potter and Ladybird books
1385 A quantity of scarves, jumpers etc
1386 A radio, shredder and other items
1387 A box of cutlery
1388 A quantity of LP records
1389 A retro style desk fan
1390 A leather suitcase and a fishing basket
1391 A wet and dry vacuum
1392 A quantity of paint brushes, roller sets etc
1393 An electrolux vacuum cleaner
1394 A digital photo frame
1395 A steam cleaner
1396 A Hoover vacuum cleaner
1397 A boxed telephone and an iron
1398 A Vax vacuum cleaner
1399 A box of paint brushes
1400 A Swan vacuum cleaner
1401 A huge circular dining/boardroom table

1402 A wicker table
1403 A steam cleaning kit
1404 A quantity of brooms etc
1405 A box of new tools
1406 A shelf of glassware
1407 A magazine rack
1408 A mixed lot of planters erc
1409 A shelf of glassware
1410 A boxing video and boxing books
1411 4 teddy bears including beefeater bear
1412 A citrus juicer
1413 A quantity of figures
1414 A quantity of video recorders etc
1415 2 ceiling lights
1416 A quantity of tea cards and other items
1417 7 modern alarm clocks
1418 A child's petite typewriter
1419 A music centre
1420 A box of soft toys etc
1421 A sewing machine
1422 A box of new tools
1423 A mixed lot of boxed gift sets etc
1424 A dress makers dummy
1425 A quantity of glasses
1426 A quantity of old tools
1427 An old fire extinguisher and one other item
1428 A box of books
1429 A large quantity of knitting books
1430 A quantity of Lincolnshire books
1431 A mixed lot including sweet jars
1432 A quantity of LP records
1433 A quantity of antique reference books
1434 A quantity of clown and other figures
1435 Approximately 28 pieces of dinner ware
1436 A mixed lot including radio's etc
1437 A 24 piece cutlery set
1438 2 shower light fan kits, boxed
1439 A quantity of magazines including Picture Post
1440 A mixed lot of ceramics
1441 A quantity of books
1442 An adding machine
1443 A quantity of books
1444 A quantity of garden tools
1445 A circular dining table
1446 A retro leather pouffe and a cushion
1447 A book case
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1448 22 pieces of hand painted dinnerware
1449 A quantity of Bibles and prayer books
1450 Cased binoculars
1451 A quantity of LP and 45 rpm records
1452 4 shelves of miscellaneous items
1453 A pine table
1454 A Johnson Bros 'Haddon Hall' meat platter
1455 5 boxes of books
1456 A box of miscellaneous items
1457 A quantity of pictures
1458 A box of craft magazines etc
1459 2 circular mirrors
1460 A sack truck
1461 A quantity of aeronautical prints
1462 A ceramic stick stand
1463 A quantity of primus parts etc
1464 4 green garden chairs
1465 A quantity of pictures
1466 A red patterned rug
1467 A red patterned rug
1468 A mixed lot of collector's plates etc
1469 3 books on building constructioin
1470 A case of alan keys and spanners
1471 A mother of pearl inlaid box and 2 elephants
1472 5 glass bowls
1473 A mixed lot of brassware
1474 A quantity of old documents
1475 A quantity of brassware including magazine rack
1476 A set of 4 framed and glazed floral prints
1477 A pine wall shelf
1478 A lake scene on canvas
1479 A large jug, large plate and a clown wall mask
1480 A Tri-ang Noah's ark
1481 3 silver plated tea sets and 2 trays
1482 6 Chinese plates
1483 2 boxes of Lego
1484 A Minolta camera and tripod
1485 A retro footstool
1486 2 brass oil lamp bases
1487 A vintage boat shaped table lamp
1488 2 porcelain dolls
1489 A mixed lot of glassware etc
1490 A mixed lot of cutlery etc, including silver top sugar caster
1491 3 items of Royal Crown Derby and 2 other items
1492 A snooker score board

1493 A table lamp and 4 lamp shades
1494 A mixed lot of coloured glass etc
1495 A quantity of camera's
1496 A quantity of vintage silk underwear
1497 A mixed lot of china
1498 A metal hat box
1499 A glass fruit set
1500 A copper coal hod, brass bucket and 3 other copper items
1501 2 small leather suitcases
1502 A mixed lot of silver plate tea ware
1503 A 2 drawer cash till, possibly railway
1504 A mixed lot of cutlery
1505 A box of miscellaneous including book marks
1506 A mixed lot of Peter Rabbit items
1507 A pair of tub chairs
1508 A quantity of war books
1509 A gent's leather jacket and overcoat, both large sizes
1510 A quantity of LP and 45rpm records
1511 A mixed lot of framed pictures
1512 A pair of natural crystal bookends
1513 A purple retro table
1514 A quantity of wooden bowls and a chess/draughts set
1515 3 boxes of war magazines
1516 3 framed Victorian photographs
1517 5 ceramic items including ashtray
1518 A hunting horn
1519 A clock under dome and one other
1520 A retro linen bin
1521 A rotating plated and glass 'Lazy Susan'
1522 A mixed lot including oak biscuit barrels
1523 A Minolta camera on tripod
1524 A pair of floral prints
1525 4 wooden boxes
1526 A shelf of glass ware
1527 A quantity of old tins
1528 A teddy bear, rabbit and Shaun the sheep
1529 A quantity of Children's annuals
1530 2 brass oil lamps
1531 A clock and 2 mirrors
1532 A box of pictures
1533 A pair of retro lamp shades
1534 A shelf of miscellaneous including vases
1535 A shelf of metalware
1536 A shelf of commemorative items
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1537 A box of pictures
1538 A stereo cassette deck, record player, synthesizer and amplifier (new old stock) and a pair of a/f speakers
1539 A mixed lot including Royal Albert
1540 3 jugs and a metronome
1541 A mixed lot of glassware
1542 A companion set, smokers stand, warming pan and skimmer
1543 A Cannon camcorder
1544 A quantity of camera's and lenses
1545 2 table lamps
1546 An occasional table
1547 An oil on canvas of a thatched cottage
1548 A Victorian mahogany double pedestal sideboard on lion paw feet
1549 A quantity of knitting wool, patterns etc
1550 A mixed lot including Sylvac
1551 A gilded table lamp
1552 2 Sylvac lidded pots, a/f
1553 An Oriental style table lamp
1554 A chair and a magazine rack
1555 A mixed lot including fish vase
1556 A pair of tub chairs
1557 12 Royal Doulton plates
1558 4 items of glass including peacock
1559 2 West German vases
1560 A Victorian dish and plate
1561 A framed and glazed watercolour storm scene
1562 A framed and glazed watercolour of a lodge house
1563 A oval oak framed mirror (frame a/f)
1564 2 framed and glazed watercolours and a drawing
1565 A pair of office cabinets
1566 A box of pictures
1567 A quantity of stoneware plates and dishes
1568 A quantity of books
1569 A framed and glazed print
1570 A gilt framed country scene
1571 A carved oak cabinet
1572 An oil on board seascape
1573 A wicker box of toys
1574 A mahogany coffee table and 2 smaller tables
1575 An old rifle
1576 A glass topped coffee table
1577 A floral oil on board
1578 An oak tea trolley
1579 A Victorian mahogany circular table

1580 An original watercolour of a seagull signed C J Wright 1980
1581 A framed and glazed decoupage scene
1582 A gilt framed mirror
1583 2 jewellery boxes and contents
1584 A quantity of books including 'Milestones in history'
1585 An oak drop leaf table
1586 A box of Masonic items
1587 An oak framed print
1588 A gilt framed mirror
1589 A framed and glazed watercolour signed Edna Heath
1590 A framed and glazed study of Lincoln Cathedral
1591 A quantity of paintings on papyrus
1592 An oil on board of an aircraft
1593 A framed and glazed watercolour beach scene
1594 2 teddy bears
1595 A quantity of DVD's and videos
1596 A quantity of old books
1597 A quantity of sport books and magazines
1598 A case of Masonic items
1599 A box of miscellaneous figures etc
1600 A box of sewing items
1601 An acoustic guitar
1602 34 pieces of Japanese porcelain
1603 A pine table
1604 A case of Masonic items
1605 A large quantity of pictures and frames
1606 6 framed prints
1607 A carved bear and one other carved item, both a/f
1608 A mixed lot of metalware
1609 2 shelves of silver plate and other metalware
1610 A mixed lot including planters
1611 A mixed lot of toys
1612 3 pairs of binoculars
1613 A quantity of Japanese eggshell china etc
1614 A quantity of handbags etc
1615 2 framed maps
1616 A copper engraving of the clipper 'Charlotte Rhodes'
1617 An oil on board, Sandford Hall House, by R Fowler
1618 An oak gate leg table and 4 chairs
1619 12 china tankards with wild life scenes
1620 A china cabinet
1621 A pair of deer bookends, pair of posy vases etc
1622 A tapestry top stool with cat motif
1623 A mahogany hall table
1624 A tin plate jack in box
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1625 3 dog figurs and 3 other items
1626 A china cabinet
1627 A tall bar chair
1628 A modern standard lamp
1629 A large Samsung flat screen TV
1630 A 1950's sideboard
1631 A mixed lot of silver plate including baskets, candlesticks etc
1632 An oak occasional table
1633 A leather suitcase
1634 A modern Bentley piano
1635 A case of Masonic items
1636 An oval coffee table
1637 A gilt framed oil on canvas
1638 A glass claret jug with silver plated top and 2 wine warmers
1639 A mahogany drop leaf table
1640 A Victorian commode
1641 A nest of 3 tables
1642 An oak hall chair
1643 An inlaid panel
1644 An oak framed print
1645 A tapestry fire screen
1646 An Oriental style cabinet
1647 A teak wardrobe and matching dressing table
1648 A framed and glazed still life print
1649 A teak wardrobe
1650 An oil on board signed D Bryant
1651 A telephone seat
1652 A dressing table
1653 A Victorian Pembroke table
1654 A framed picture
1655 An oak refectory style table
1656 A piano stool
1657 A nest of 3 tables
1658 A coffee table
1659 A set of 4 chairs
1660 A set of 6 chairs
1661 A Loom bedroom chair
1662 A Chesterfield sofa
1663 An arm chair
1664 A red sofa and chair
1665 A beige sofa
1666 A 3 piece suite
1667 An embroidered picture
1668 A gilt framed oil on board seascape
1669 An oval bevel edged mirror

1670 A framed and glazed lake scene
1671 A limited edition framed and glazed harbour scene print
1672 6 pictures including 2 oils on board
1673 A copper warming pan
1674 A copper warming pan
1675 A brass warming pan
1676 An oil on canvas country scene
1677 A framed and glazed watercolour
1678 A watercolour, Lincoln August 1885 signed Alf Parkinson 1885
1679 An oak bureau
1680 A signed but indistinct framed watercolour
1681 2 boxes of 45 rpm records
1682 A quantity of wooden boxes
1683 A quantity of brass plaques
1684 3 unframed pictures
1685 3 items of Aynsley, 1 of Royal Doulton and 2 of Noritake
1686 A part tea set and other china
1687 A case of Masonic items
1688 A sugar caster, 2 sheep trinket boxes and 5 pie funnels
1689 A vintage black telephone
1690 A vintage black doll
1691 A mixed lot of glassware
1692 A quantity of souvenir spoons
1693 A quantity of crested china
1694 A quantity of Oriental tea cups, some a/f
1695 A Sairey Gamp character jug
1696 A blue glass rose bowl
1697 4 Wade Nat West pigs
1698 A pair of Dogs of Foo and 3 dragons
1699 3 bird ornaments and a cottage
1700 6 items of glassware
1701 7 Babycham glasses
1702 6 gunshells
1703 6 items of Carnival glass
1704 A Royal Crown Derby loving cup and one other
1705 A silver serving spoon
1706 A Kaiser vase and pair of Kaiser candle holders
1707 A crystal ball and a paperweight
1708 A Beswick horse
1709 A Beswick horse
1710 A Lord Kelvins Patent multicellular volt meter
1711 7 glass paperweights including Caithness
1712 A brown teddy bear
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1713 A mixed lot including perfume bottle
1714 A Lincoln sheep breeders metal sign
1715 A phrenology head
1716 A painted brass monkey incense burner
1717 A large painted metal counter bell in the shape of a tortoise
1718 A box of miscellaneous including art nouveau figures, pocket watch etc
1719 A Victorian brass trivet depicting swastika
1720 A Grimsby Evening Telegraph collector's plate
1721 A brass oil lamp
1722 A glass candelabra
1723 An Ethnic figure
1724 An arched top mantel clock
1725 A brass oil lamp
1726 A mantel clock
1727 An oak mantel clock
1728 A clock movement
1729 A marble figure
1730 A wrought iron table lamp
1731 A celestial globe with compass in brass stand
1732 A gilt framed hunting scene
1733 A globe on wooden stand
1734 5 Toby jugs
1735 3 brass rocking chairs
1736 5 glass paperweights
1737 A quantity of unframed hunting scenes
1738 A cased set of fish knives and forks
1739 2 Beswick Horse heads and a Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure
1740 A Bryant and May advertising match striker
1741 A quantity of Goebel Monk figures etc
1742 3 items of gold decorated green glass
1743 A bronze figure on marble plinth
1744 A case of drill bits by Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co., USA
1745 4 Wade Pin trays
1746 A pair of small glass owls and a metal owl group
1747 A pepper pot, mustard pot and miniature harmonicas
1748 2 figures, 4 crested items and a Lincoln Imp pepperette
1749 A small unframed painting
1750 2 'Jade' medallions
1751 A metal dog nutcracker
1752 2 compasses and a watch head
1753 10 boxed sports cars
1754 A Capo di Monte Orchid, Royal Albert posy and 

one other
1755 A box of cigarette lighters etc
1756 3 coloured glass vases and a swan dish
1757 4 glass lamp shades
1758 2 butterfly wing pictures
1759 A mixed lot including cruets
1760 A mixed lot of metal ware including fly boxes
1761 3 trinket boxes, a teapot and a dish
1762 A box of toy animals
1763 A stoneware jug, cranberry glass jug and other items
1764 A quantity of glass inkwells
1765 2 Royal Doulton figurines
1766 A mixed lot of blue glass
1767 A Japanese coffee set
1768 A cherub ceiling light
1769 A small chandelier
1770 A brass ceiling light
1771 A mahjong set
1772 A scrapbook with scraps
1773 A swagger stick
1774 A bayonet
1775 A mixed lot including goat, gondola etc
1776 A vase decorated with fish
1777 A 9ct gold dress ring, size N
1778 A mixed lot of costume jewellery
1779 A Beswick calf and 3 Goebel figures
1780 A box of military ephemera
1781 48 pieces of Royal Doulton 'Old Colony' tea and dinner ware
1782 3 owl figures
1783 A large gilt framed oil on board country scene
1784 Approximately 55 pieces of Noritake 'Violette' tea and dinnerware
1785 A pine table
1786 A triple mirror dressing table
1787 A large blue and white willow pattern meat platter
1788 3 glass vases and a scent bottle
1789 2 carved busts and 2 other wooden items
1790 A large mountain scene on canvas
1791 A quantity of papers on Russian History
1792 A mahogany fold over tea table
1793 A framed and glazed country scene
1794 2 framed country scenes
1795 A carved occasional table
1796 2 flower encrusted powder bowls
1797 A child's folding chair
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1798 A mahogany loo table
1799 An oak barometer
1800 A stoneware bread crock
1801 A Grandmother clock
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